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1 Overview
This document provides version-specific information about HPE Serviceguard Extension for SAP
A.06.00 and B.06.00 on Linux.

1.1 Announcements
HPE SGeSAP/LX (Serviceguard Extension for SAP on Linux) extends HPE Serviceguard's
failover cluster capabilities to SAP application and database environments. Netweaver and HANA
scale-out clusters also require HA NFS, which can be provided by the HPE Serviceguard Toolkit
for NFS on Linux.
SGeSAP/LX provides a single, uniform interface to cluster ABAP-only, JAVA-only, double-stack,
and split-stack installations of SAP Netweaver based SAP applications and their databases.
Software instances clustered by SGeSAP/LX include SAP ABAP Central Services, SAP JAVA
Central Services, SAP ABAP Application Servers, SAP JAVA Application Servers, SAP Central
Instances, SAP Enqueue Replication Servers, SAP HANA scale-up and scale-out system
replication database instance pairs, SAP single-instance Sybase ASE databases, Oracle
single-instance databases, IBM DB2 single-instance databases, SAP single-instance MaxDB
databases, SAP Web Dispatcher instances, SAP Gateway instances, SAP liveCache, and SAP
MDM components.
SGeSAP/LX handles SAP Unicode and non-Unicode installations.
SGeSAP/LX implements Automated Enqueue Replication with Follow-and-push failover policy
between up to two SAP Central Service Instance (CSI) and SAP Enqueue Replication Instance
pairs in the clusters with up to sixteen nodes.
All SGeSAP/LX components support Serviceguard Live Application Detach (LAD), Serviceguard
PackageMaintenanceMode for failover packages, and the SAPOnline Kernel Switch technologies
to minimize planned downtime.
Optional software monitors that check the responsiveness of the major interaction interfaces of
the clustered software components are included.
SGeSAP/LX discovers SAP installations and their configuration settings on the cluster nodes
and provides a guided package creation dialog with pre-filled cluster configuration settings.
SGeSAP/LX optionally integrates with the SAP startup framework. SGeSAP/LX bundles a SAP
HA API implementation according to SAP’s specifications.
Native, node-local restart capabilities by SAP are supported for SAP message services. They
are available as built-in feature of SGeSAP/LX for the SAP Enqueue replication instances and
the SAP Startup Services of the SAP Central Service Instances.
All SAP Netweaver, SAP scale-up HANA, and SAP liveCache monitors can distinguish between
the manual halt (of a SAP software component) versus the failure of a component configured in
a package. In the case of a manual halt the package continues to run, but suspends the monitoring
automatically. SGeSAP/LX blocks any halt attempt for SAP Netweaver software components, if
the halt operation is not issued by the cluster software.
It is possible to combine clustered components of a single SAP software stack into one failover
package for simplicity and convenience. Only clustered HANA databases must run in dedicated
packages. There is also flexibility to split components up into several packages to avoid
dependencies and to lower potential failover times. Multiple SAP applications of different types
and the release version can be consolidated in different packages of a single cluster. A clustered
HANA database must run on the dedicated cluster nodes that does not run additional production
system components also.
SGeSAP/LX enables SAP instance virtualization.
It is possible to use SGeSAP/LX to manually move SAP Application Server Instances between
hosts and quickly adapt to changing resource demands or maintenance needs.
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The SGeSAP/LX B.06.00 component product is bundled on DVDs or ISO images of HPE
Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00 Advanced Edition and Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00 Enterprise
Edition. It is also available as part of the Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise Edition for HANA
A.12.00.
You can build SAP HA clusters with Serviceguard Advanced Edition for any database technology
other than scale-out HANA. Smart Quorum features are not available in this edition.
Serviceguard Enterprise Edition allows you to build SAPDR clusters with storage based replication
for any database technology other than HANA.
Serviceguard Enterprise Edition for HANA is applicable to HANA scale-up and scale-out clusters
based on the SAP HANA System Replication for Taylored Datacenter Integration (TDI) and HPE
Converged Systems (CS) Baseconfig environments.
You can order SAP cluster configurations that are preinstalled and preconfigured as part of
factory-integrated HA and DR options of SAP certified HPE Converged System for HANA CS500
and CS900 appliances. These options get factory-integrated with Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise
Edition for HANA starting from Haswell-processor based systems. Older appliances are delivered
with the Enterprise Edition for scale-out HANA appliances and with the Advanced Edition for
scale-up HANA appliances.
Serviceguard for Linux Advanced versions are released with following product numbers:

HPE SGLX Advanced x86 1y24x7 PSL Flx LTUBB095AC

HPE SGLX Advanced x86 1y24x7 PSL E-LTUBB095ACE

HPE SGLX Advanced x86 PSL LTU Trade-inBB095ACN

HPE SGLX Advanced x86 MediaBB095AA

Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise versions are released with following product numbers:

HPE SGLX Ent x86 1y24x7 PSL Flx LTUBB097AC

HPE SGLX Enterprise x86 1y24x7 PSL E-LTUBB097ACE

HPE SGLX Enterprise x86 PSL LTU Trade-inBB097ACN

HPE SGLX Enterprise x86 MediaBB097AA

Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise Edition for HANA versions are released with the following
product number:

HPE SGLX Ent for SAP HANA 1y24x7 Flx SWP9B46A

The latest patch IDs for which changes are covered in this document revision are as follows:

Patch IDServiceguard patch version

SGLX_00527Serviceguard for Linux Advanced 12.00.41 Version

SGLX_00528Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise 12.00.41 Version

NOTE: Patches for Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise are also applicable to Serviceguard for
Linux Enterprise for HANA.

Hewlett-Packard high-availability consulting services are available to ensure a smooth installation
and rollout. Contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise representative to inquire about
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high-availability consulting, for the latest firmware revisions for disk drives, disk controllers, LAN
controllers, and other hardware.
These release notes are subject to change without further notice.
The latest version of SGeSAP for Linux user guide and release notes are available at:
nl

http://www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs.

2 New features
This section describes the new features for SGeSAP B.06.00 for Linux.

• “Modular-style SAP application cluster packages” (page 9)

• “SAP HANA scale-up system replication” (page 10)

• “SAP HANA scale-out system replication” (page 11)

• “Automated SAP enqueue replication” (page 11)

• “SAP software health monitoring” (page 12)

• “SAP HA interface support” (page 12)

• “Guided package configuration” (page 12)

• “SAP-specific node-local cluster verification” (page 13)

2.1 Modular-style SAP application cluster packages
Generic hardware clustering technology needs to be extended and integrated with application
software clustering to create complete coverage of outages and to allow easy, effective
administration for the whole solution.
SGeSAP/LX provides Serviceguard cluster modules for major SAP application components on
Linux platforms. In modular-style packaging, the application-specific cluster configuration is
integrated with the generic Serviceguard cluster configuration. Only one central configuration is
maintained for each package.
Seviceguard becomes enhanced by a set of SAP-specific clustering modules.
The SAP instance module clusters one or multiple SAP Netweaver ABAP and or JAVA stack
instances that belong to a single SAP system ID. The module provides individual handling for a
variety of SAP instance types, including:

• Central Instances

• System Central Service Instances (for ABAP and or JAVA)

• Enqueue Replication Service Instances

• ABAP and JAVA Application Instances

• Gateway Instances

• Webdispatcher Instances, and

• MDM instances
The dbinstancemodule clusters the single-instance database of a Netweaver stack combining
the uniform SAP database handling and a fallback to database-technology native operations.
Supported database technologies include SAP Sybase, SAP MaxDB, and Oracle RDBMS.
In case of SAP HANA databases, hdbinstance and hdbdistinstance are the module
variants supported. These modules allow to utilize the SAP system replication feature as part of
the cluster.
The sapextinstancemodule allows triggering best-effort start and stop operations for non-clustered
SAP instances as part of regular package operations. These additional instances can belong to
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the same System ID as the instances in the package or any other SAP system IDs. They can
run on cluster nodes or cluster-external servers. This functionality can for example be used to
move SAP Diagnostic Agents with their instances. An issue during relocation of the Diagnostic
Agents would not prevent proper relocation of the mission-critical instances.
The livecachemodule provides instance failover capabilities to SAP livecache instances. The
sapinfra module complements the SAP instance clustering with capabilities to cluster SAP
infrastructure software that does not become installed as part of a formal instance, including
saprouter, sapccmsr, and webdispatcher.
SGeSAP/LX modular package configuration files are created using cmmakepkg(1) command.
SGeSAP/LXmodular package configuration changes can be verified using the cmcheckconf(1)
command before they become effective. SGeSAP/LX detects erroneous SAP package
configurations and prevents that they get applied with cmapplyconf(1). All SAP cluster
configuration changes are performed as atomic, consistent operations across all the cluster
nodes.
SGeSAP/LX modular packages maintain internal versioning, that allows keeping packages with
different versions within the same cluster. In particular, this allows adding new SGeSAP/LX
packages for additional SAP instances without the requirement to upgrade any already existing
SGeSAP/LX package to the same SGeSAP/LX revision simultaneously.
SGeSAP/LX package configuration supports three verbosity levels. SGeSAP/LX package logging
supports five verbosity levels.
Modular-style SGeSAP-packages support Serviceguard features including packagemaintenance
mode and Service Live Application Detach.

NOTE: Legacy-style packages created with SGeSAP/LX A.03.00 continue to operate in
SGeSAP/LX A.6.00 environments. However, new packages must be created as modular-style
packages and the existing packages must be migrated to modular-style packages as soon as
possible. See “Related information” section for a reference to the user guidelines to achieve this.

2.2 SAP HANA scale-up system replication
SGeSAP supports scale-up HANA system replication High Availability or Disaster Recovery
clusters with synchronous in-memory or asynchronous replication. The cluster automates HANA
instance startup, shutdown, monitoring, restart, re-initialization of corrupted replications, takeover,
and role-reversal operations. The failover node can be utilized with additional non-production
HANA instances that will be halted as part of a takeover operation. Takeover and role-reversal
allows HANA configuration adjustments (optionally on a per-tenant level), for example, to adopt
the HANA memory-allocation policy of the critical instance versus additional non-production
instances.
The automated failover mechanisms for HANA can temporarily disable themselves in phases
where synchronous in-memory system replications have to run asynchronous to mitigate remote
connection issues. This helps to prevent inconsistencies due to automatically triggered HANA
replication takeover. SGeSAP can notify SAP Netweaver ABAP instances to suspend their
database connections as part of the HANA cluster package shutdown operations. This allows
short maintenance tasks that require HANA downtime to execute with a minimized impact on
ongoing business transactions in the application.
In combination with the Smart Quorum feature of Serviceguard Enterprise, SGeSAP ensures
that a full network outage between the HANA replication instance pair can not trigger a failover
operation in case the primary instance is still operational. Serviceguard Site Aware Disaster
Tolerance Architecture (SADTA) and sitecontroller packages are not required to enable the Smart
Quorum for SGeSAP HANA scale-up packages.
SGeSAP internally builds statistics about the durations of HANA instance startup, shutdown, and
takeover operations. These statistics can be used to finetune internally-used operation timeout
settings.
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To support HANA database clusters, SGeSAP provides new cluster modules
sgesap/hdbinstance, sgesap/hdbprimary, and sgesap/hdbdualpurpose, the HANA
service monitor saphdbsys.mon, extended versions of the SAP cluster easy deployment tool
deploysappkgs(1), and SAP cluster API library saphpsghalib.so.1.

2.3 SAP HANA scale-out system replication
SGeSAP supports scale-out HANA system replication High Availability or Disaster Recovery
Serviceguard clusters with synchronous in-memory or asynchronous replication. SGeSAP realizes
automated many-to-many failover capability for all HANA nodes of a distributed HANA instance.
The cluster automates HANA instance startup, shutdown, monitoring, failover, and role-reversal
operations. It also redirects the HANA public network access for clients using Serviceguard
relocatable IP addresses. Takeover and role-reversal allow HANA configuration adjustments,
for example, to adopt the HANA memory-allocation policy (optionally on a per-tenant level).The
automated failover mechanisms for HANA can temporarily disable themselves in phases where
synchronous in-memory system replications have to run asynchronous to mitigate remote
connection issues. This helps to prevent inconsistencies due to automatically triggered HANA
replication failover.
SGeSAP internally builds statistics of durations of HANA instance startup, shutdown, and failover
operations. These statistics can be used to finetune internally used operation timeout settings.
The Serviceguard cluster can coexist with SAP host auto-failover cold standby instances to
achieve site local HA for HANA node failures in combination with an automated Disaster Recovery
(DR) /DTS site-switch handled by Serviceguard. The Smart Quorum feature of Serviceguard
Enterprise ensures that a full network outage between nodes of a HANA replication instance pair
can not trigger a failover operation in case the primary instance is still operational. Primary
instances and secondary instances can run with less than 50% of the cluster nodes after
successful SAP host auto-failover operations. They remain reacting automatically to disaster
conditions by participating in quorum requests.
SGeSAP can notify SAP Netweaver ABAP instances to suspend their database connections as
part of HANA cluster package shutdown operations. This allows short maintenance tasks that
require HANA downtime to execute with a minimized impact on ongoing business transactions
in the application.
To support HANA scale-out database clusters, SGeSAP provides an MNP (Multi-node Package)
cluster module sgesap/hdbdistinstance and an extended version of the SAP cluster easy
deployment tool deploysappkgs(1). The new sgesap/hdbsicomodule in combination with
the Serviceguard SADTA features coordinates the initial primary package placement and
many-to-many site-switch for the distributed architecture.

2.4 Automated SAP enqueue replication
Central part of any SAP HA cluster is the handling of SAP enqueue locking services that ensure
data consistency for the application.
A cluster-wide multi-node package of SGeSAP/LX keeps track of the status of all clustered
enqueue services and their remote replications and allows to treat them as Serviceguard generic
resources. This enables easy creation of clusters with two or more nodes that run one or more
Central Service/Replication Instance pairs in an automated fashion. The package pairs use a
Follow-and-push failover policy that ensures that SAP Central Service Instances can repeatedly
failover without transaction loss for the SAP applications.
It is not required to install, administer, and maintain several Replication Instances for one SAP
Central Service. SGeSAP/LX does not require active-passive setups for multiple replications and
avoids potential error sources that lie in the added complexity of such setups. If possible, the
single Replication Instance gets pushed out to another cluster node after a Central Service
Instance failover and rebuilds replication services at the new cluster node.
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SGeSAP/LX ensures that administrator-triggered restarts of SAPCentral Services do not invalidate
existing replication information. This allows to avoid disrupting business processes due to human
error.

2.5 SAP software health monitoring
SGeSAP/LX is delivered with a comprehensive set of software service monitors that help to keep
track of the availability and responsiveness of the clustered SAP software services.
Individual monitors are available for SAP HANA scale-up instances, SAP HANA scale-out nodes
and instances, SAP Sybase ASE instances, SAP Netweaver dispatcher, SAP enqueue service,
SAP message service, SAP replication service, SAP livecache, SAP web dispatcher, SAP
gateway, SAP MDM components, and for underlying IBM and Oracle database services.
SGeSAP/LX software monitors provide local software restart capabilities in accordance to the
SAP HA certification requirements. The enqueue replication monitor is enabled to perform up to
three local restart attempts for the failing replication software before switching the package. The
message server monitor cooperates with the SAP startup framework to implement similar behavior.
The Central Service monitors and the replication monitor also attempt to locally restart failed or
stopped components of the SAP startup framework.

2.6 SAP HA interface support
The SAPNetweaver 7.30 startup framework supports a programming interface that allowsmaking
it cluster-aware. SGeSAP/LX delivers a shared library that implements this interface.
SAP administrators can start and stop clustered SAP instances with any standard SAP method
that uses the SAP startup framework (for example, MC, MMC, sapcontrol etc.) without the
requirement that operating system administrators prepare the cluster for this operation up-front.
Software health monitoring detects these triggered stops and visualize them as alerts in the
Serviceguard Manager GUI. The software health monitoring part of the cluster package is
suspended while the software is manually halted. Health monitoring automatically continues to
operate after restart of the instance with standard SAP methods.
Optionally, cluster administrators can configure SGeSAP to block any administrator-triggered
instance halt attempt. Only cluster operations will then be able to stop instances. This minimizes
the risk that happens with the SAP startup framework that generally enables SAP administrators
to trigger instance stops on remote servers.
The stop block can be removed and added anytime while the package is up.
The HA interface implementation is tested with the SAP Rolling Kernel Switch technology.
SGeSAP/LX can also be configured to avoid using the SAP startup framework or to use
conventional SAP startup, shutdown, andmonitoringmethods as a fallback if the startup framework
is not working properly.

2.7 Guided package configuration
SGeSAP/LX can detect SAP installations on cluster nodes. It can parse the instance configurations
and converts them into cluster configuration input.
All SGeSAP/LX modules can be configured as part of Serviceguard Manager GUI dialogs. The
dialog screen forms get pre-populated with recommended settings based on the detected instance
configurations. This significantly reduces keyboard-time required to configure packages and
avoids errors while configuring.
For standard clusters that follow the SAP recommendations, it is only required to specify which
instances are to be clustered and not how to cluster them. The recommended settings can be
reviewed and changed before they become applied.
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The command deploysappkgs(1) is further more able to automatically create configurations
for all mandatory packages to a pre-installed SAP system in a single step. The created cluster
configuration files can be reviewed and changed and subsequently applied.
deploysappkgs(1) can also be used as part of ongoing change management operations to
verify how existing cluster package configurations must be altered to reflect recent changes to
the application configuration.

2.8 SAP-specific node-local cluster verification
SGeSAP maintains a list of rules that specify local configuration requirements on potential
secondary nodes. These requirements are checked with every execution of the
cmcheckconf(1m) or cmapplyconf(1m) commands on a modular-style SGeSAP package.
Use of cmcheckconf(1m) command for a SGeSAP package that is in a running condition helps
to detect erroneous local configurations that negatively impacts the capability to failover a SGeSAP
package to a certain node.

3 Changed features
Modular-style SGeSAP/LX provides a superset of the functionality of legacy-style SGeSAP/LX
and is recommended to be used as its substitute. The modular-style SGeSAP/LX package logic
is a new implementation. It varies from the legacy-style package in the logging behavior and
functionality. Modular-style package has extended functionality compared to its legacy-style
equivalent.
The changes maintain compliance with SAP’s Netweaver 7.30/7.40 recommendations.
Legacy-style packages created with SGeSAP/LX A.03.00 continue to operate after upgrade to
SGeSAP/LX A.6.00. However, new packages must be created as modular-style packages and
the existing packages have to be replaced by modular-style packages as soon as possible.

4 Deprecated or obsolete features
Serviceguard legacy packaging is not supported in combination with Serviceguard for Linux
A.12.00.00 or higher. Existing legacy SGeSAP/LX configurationsmust bemigrated tomodular-style
SGeSAP/LX packages before upgrading to Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.00.
To simplify the migration of legacy packages to modular packages, run deploysappkgs(1)
tool to create modular style package configuration files for existing SGeSAP/LX A.03.00 legacy
clusters. The command can be used in place of a formal SGeSAP package migration tool for the
mandatory software cluster components.
SGeSAP Livecache and SAP infrastructure package functionality needs to be manually recreated
in modular style using the guided package creation or the package edit dialog screens of
Serviceguard Manager.

5 Discontinued releases of SGeSAP on Linux
• SGeSAP/LX A.03.00.xx (and all earlier product releases) with product numbers T1227AA,

463834-B21, T8677AA, T2392AA cannot be acquired from Hewlett Packard Enterprise
anymore. The given product numbers are discontinued.

• SGeSAP/LX A.06.00 stand-alone cluster software with product numbers B076x and BB077x
cannot be acquired from Hewlett Packard Enterprise anymore. The given product numbers
are discontinued. However, the feature set will continue to be available as part of the
Serviceguard for Linux Advanced, Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise, and HANA clustering
software bundles. The bundled SGeSAP/LX B.06.00.20 is identical in features and defect
fixes with the stand-alone SGeSAP/LX A.06.00.20. The A.06.00.xx revisions are applicable
only to the stand-alone product whereas the B.06.00.xx revisions are applicable only to the
bundled component product.
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6 Known limitations fixed in this version
• The support for HANA log shipping replication operation mode and HANA installations on

virtual host names are introduced with SGeSAP B.06.00.71.
• Netweaver suspension during HANA downtime and Oracle 12c support are introduced with

SGeSAP B.06.00.70.
• Full Redhat HANA system replication cluster support, SAPMultitenancy Database Containers

(MDC) configuration support, and Smart Quorum support is introduced with SGeSAP
B.06.00.60.

• Limited HANA system replication cluster support on Redhat is introduced with SGeSAP
B.06.00.50.

• Built-in HANA scale-out system replication cluster support and CS900 appliance support is
introduced with SGeSAP B.06.00.40 on SUSE.

• Self-tuning HANA operation timeout and ability to change the HANA memory-allocation
behavior during failover (primary to secondary and vice versa) and BL920 hardware support
is introduced with SGeSAP B.06.00.30.

• Built-in HANA scale-up system replication cluster support and CS500 appliance support is
introduced with SGeSAP A.06.00.20 on SUSE.

• Built-in DB2 database support is introduced with SGeSAP A.06.00.10.

7 Known problems fixed in this version
The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version B.06.00.71:
QXCR1001468387 SGeSAP liveCache starts failing at the package start time with RHEL 7.x

and SLES 12.
QXCR1001454610 HANA process restart timeouts are not based on self-tuning timeouts

(STO) values.
QXCR1001451113 Add support for HANA SPS11.
QXCR1001427205 SGeSAPmust support HANA systems that are not installed on the server's

hostname.
The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version B.06.00.70:
QXCR1001437023 Long startup time for SAP HANA Serviceguard package.
QXCR1001439257 Online reconfiguration of sap_virtual_hostname is not supported.
QXCR1001450875 SGeSAP HANA hdb pkg switching may disable even if tolerance

parameter is not set.
The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version B.06.00.60:
QXCR1001423865 SGeSAP package halt failure when using maxDB database.
QXCR1001418997 Frequent package switch changes on SGeSAP HANA db package.
QXCR1001417669 SGeSAP Linux watchdog timer does not kill all processes.
QXCR1001417260 SGeSAP may fail to start an Oracle database.
QXCR1001395540 Illegal/incomplete filesystem attributes if FS type is nfs.
QXCR1001385618 SUM fails when detecting HA setup/sapcontrol HACheckConfig.
The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version B.06.00.50:
QXCR1001408151 Unsuccessful takeover during the initialization of secondary HANA

instance.
QXCR1001399968 Sybase ASE DB is reported falsely while still in recovery.
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QXCR1001399373 HANA alerts cannot be removed if the root cause is no longer valid.
QXCR1001395250 crit_test_app must use the profile value also for ASCS.
QXCR1001386302 saphdbsys.mon extends the replication down alert parameter in every

loop.
QXCR1001386014 SGeSAP 06.00.40 deploysappkgs generates an invalid package

configuration for HANA scale-up.
The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version B.06.00.40:
QXCR1001375454 HANA secondary package failback timeout.
QXCR1001371619 Monitoring HANA package is stopped immediately after startup.
QXCR1001367752 Cluster operation timeout issues in packages for large-size HANA

instances.
The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version B.06.00.30:
QXCR1001356157 A sapstartsrv entry of a clustered webdispatcher instance becomes

accidentally removed from /usr/sap/sapservices.
QXCR1001343884 Portability warnings impair the readability of the package log file of HANA

packages.
QXCR1001343573 cmcheckconf and cmapplyconf print an erroneous warning message

that halib has not been configured in the HANA SAP instance profile.
QXCR1001336395 sapdisp.mon doesn't fail SAP Netweaver instance packages if the SAP

dispatcher process misses from the process tree.
The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version A.06.00.20:
QXCR 1001319649 Failover of the SCS package to the node having ERS package does not

always lead to an eventual ERS package failover after the SAP
shake-hand procedure.

QXCR 1001301420 An instance configured in sgesap/sapextinstance fails to start on
the local node of the package if SAP startup agent was not already
running.

The following defects are fixed in Serviceguard Extension for SAP Version A.06.00.10:
QXCR1001274312 sgesap/dbinstance module: Sybase ASE native startup fallback

mechanism fails when net password encryption is enabled.
QXCR1001265129 sgesap/dbinstance module package startup failure: Sybase ASE

sanity check is not working during package startup if a SAP Netweaver
instance process is already running locally on the node.

QXCR1001258236 sgesap/dbinstance startup sequence issue with NFS toolkit modules:
A package containing SGeSAP dbinstance module and NFS toolkit
module(s) fails to start because mandatory access to
/sapmnt/<SID>global is still missing when it becomes tested.
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8 Known problems and limitations
1. The current release of HANA scale-out clustering does not have a match with the feature

set of HANA scale-up clustering.
The release comes with the following limitations:

• Nodes leaving and rejoining a running cluster are not able to start the HANA MNPs
automatically.

• There is no support for multi-tier replication configurations.
2. HANA cluster configuration changes cannot be done yet via the Serviceguard Manager GUI.

Cluster analytics and Serviceguard CIM (Common Information Model) providers must remain
deactivated on HANA appliances.

3. HANA dynamic tiering is not yet supported in Serviceguard clusters.
4. Clustering of more than one HANA system of HANAMulti-SID installation is not yet supported

in HPE Serviceguard clusters.
5. The Advanced version of the HANA XS Engine can not be clustered with HPE Serviceguard.
6. SGeSAPHA clusters can only be defined for a leading synchronous HANA system replication

instance pair in a three-tier HANA system replication setup. Failover of primary to secondary
instance works automatically. Subsequently, the failed over primary can become the new
secondary (demotion operation) during the secondary package startup routine, but first, you
must manually remove the configuration of asynchronous replication relationship to the third
system. Any action that involves the asynchronous trailing system replicationmust be handled
manually. SGeSAP packages are not applicable for the trailing (usually asynchronous) HANA
system replication in a three-tier setup. SGeSAP does not support configuring multiple
systems that directly replicate the primary system in parallel.

7. Clustered HANA instances and clustered Netweaver instances can not be stacked on the
same cluster nodes. They can not be combined in the same Serviceguard packages.

8. SADTA can not be used for Netweaver or HANA scale-up instances.
9. Cluster filesystem configurations are not supported.
10. This version of SGeSAP/LX does not provide support for hot standby liveCache clusters or

cross-subnet clustering.
11. If the sgesap/sapextinstance module keeps reporting startup problems for SMDA

Diagnostic Agents, check the availability of SAP libraries in all required versions. For more
information, see SAP OSS note 1671843.

12. SG 12.00.10 and SG 12.00.20 have shipped SGeSAP component patches named SGeSAP
A.06.00.x0 instead of SGeSAP B.06.00.x0. This is solely a patch naming inconsistency and
does not have consequences for supportability, functionality and upgradability.

For a current list of known problems and workarounds, contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise
support representative.

9 Compatibility and installation requirements
This section describes the compatibility information and installation requirements for this release.

9.1 Patches, Fixes, Known Problems, and Workarounds
Additional defects might be detected and patches for themmight get released after the publication
of this document. For a current list of patches, known problems, and workarounds, contact your
Hewlett Packard Enterprise support representative or see the appropriate Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Support Center website at http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc.

NOTE: Patches can be superseded or withdrawn at any time. Ensure to check the status of
any patch before downloading it.
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9.2 Required software
SGeSAP for Linux B.06.00.71 is available as part of the following software patch1:

• Serviceguard for Linux Advanced 12.00.41 (without scale-out HANA cluster support).

• Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise 12.00.41 (includes scale-out HANA cluster support).
SGeSAP for Linux B.06.00.70 is available as part of the following software patch1:

• Serviceguard for Linux Advanced 12.00.40 (without scale-out HANA cluster support).

• Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise 12.00.40 (includes scale-out HANA cluster support).
SGeSAP for Linux B.06.00.60 is available as part of the following software patch1:

• Serviceguard for Linux Advanced 12.00.30 (without scale-out HANA cluster support).

• Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise 12.00.30 (includes scale-out HANA cluster support).
SGeSAP for Linux B.06.00.50 is available as part of the following software patch1:

• Serviceguard for Linux Advanced 12.00.22 (without scale-out HANA cluster support).

• Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise 12.00.22 (includes scale-out HANA cluster support).
SGeSAP for Linux B.06.00.40 is available as part of the following software patch1:

• Serviceguard for Linux Advanced 12.00.20 (without scale-out HANA cluster support).

• Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise 12.00.20 (includes scale-out HANA cluster support).
SGeSAP for Linux B.06.00.30 is available as part of the following software patch1:

• Serviceguard for Linux Advanced 12.00.10.

• Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise 12.00.10.
SGeSAP for Linux A.06.00.00 to A.06.00.2x require the following software:

• Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.0x or Serviceguard for Linux A.11.2x.

• HPE Network Filesystem Toolkit for Linux version number A.03.03 or later (this is used only
for clustering Netweaver instances).

• HPE Quorum server software supported by the chosen Serviceguard version is mandatory
for HANA and optional for Netweaver.

9.3 Operating system and version compatibility
This release is supported with:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5.7–5.11, 6.1–6.7, 7.0–7.1.

• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11 SP2–SP4 and SLES 12.
Any deployed Red Hat Linux or SLES Linux kernel must be certified with the SAP Linux Lab
and supported by Serviceguard for Linux. Special restrictions currently apply to Redhat
HANA cluster support. See Known problems and limitations for more details.

• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for SAP Applications (SLES4SAP) and Red Hat Enterprise
Linux for SAP Applications (RHEL4SAP) are the releases based on the supported versions
as given above.
The support for SLES4SAP and RHEL4SAP extends to Quorum Server installation on
pre-tested HPE Converged System configurations.

1. • Starting with Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00 patch level 10 (A.12.00.10), you need either HPE Serviceguard
Advanced or Enterprise License. Also, the bundled SGeSAP revision or its applicable patch revision has to be
used. Stand-alone SGeSAP releases are not supported on Serviceguard A.12.00.10 and higher.

• Trade-in options can be requested from Hewlett Packard Enterprise sales contacts.
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The Serviceguard QuorumServer is also supported on SLES4SAP/RHEL4SAP distributions that
are based on supported versions of SLES/RHEL.
For information on how to download the latest certified kernels, see www.sap.com/linux/
platforms.htm.
For information on how to contact the SAP LinuxLab, see http://www.sap.com/linux.
All supported SGeSAP/LX setups were tested with drivers that are supported by Serviceguard
for Linux and at the same time are part of an SAP certified Linux distribution. For these setups,
it is not required to install any driver in addition to those that come with the Linux distribution.
Logical Volume Management (LVM), network bonding and multipathing are supported via the
software that comes with the Linux distribution.

9.3.1 Virtualization software version compatibility
Virtualization is supported for various combinations of physical machines and VMWare Virtual
Machines. Guest OS can be SLES or RHEL. This feature supports RDM configurations.
Virtualization is supported for various combinations of physical machines with virtualized guest
machines (VMs) built on the Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) hypervisor provided with Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 6. This feature is supported only with iSCSI storage device.

NOTE: Serviceguard is certified on VMs, not on the hosts that run the hypervisor technology.
It provides high availability for applications inside of virtual machines and not for the virtual
machines themselves.

For more information about using Serviceguard with Virtual Machines, see Using HPE
Serviceguard for Linux with VMware virtual machines.

9.3.2 SAP and database software version compatibility
The following table lists which SAP kernel releases are supported with the modular-based
packages provided by this version of SGeSAP/LX. New SGeSAP/LX 6 legacy packages must
not be created, but existing legacy packages of a previously installed SGeSAP/LX A.03.00
continue to work for the SAP releases specified in the SGeSAP/LX A.03.00 release notes
documentation in combination with Serviceguard for Linux A.11.XX.XX.

Table 1 HPE SGeSAP/LX 6 support matrix—SAP components Part 1

SAP KernelMDM MDSKWXI PIBWEP

7.41
7.42

7.407.407.40

7.21_EXT
7.21

7.317.317.31

7.117.10EHP1

7.107.107.1

7.20
7.01

7.07.07.0

6.40_EX2
6.40

7.03.03.56.0
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Table 2 SGeSAP/LX 6 support matrix—SAP components Part 2

SAP KernelSolution Manager
(w/o ACC)

SEMSCM APOR/3 ERPMySAP enterprise
ECC

7.41
7.38
7.42

7.0EHP3
7.0EHP2onHANA

6.0EHP7
6.0EHP6onHANA

7.41
7.40
7.21_ext
7.42

7.17.0EHP26.0EHP6

7.207.0EHP16.0EHP5

7.20
7.01
7.00

7.007.06.0EHP4

7.04.006.02007
2005
5.1
5.0

2005
6.0EHP3
6.0EHP2
6.0EHP1
6.0

6.40_EX2
6.40

3.20
3.10

4.02004
4.1

6.0_640
2004
5.0
4.7x200
4.7x110

Table 3 HPE SGeSAP/LX 6 support matrix—SAP components Part 3

SAP KernelCESRMCRM

7.41
7.38
7.42

7.47.0EHP3
7.0EHP2onHANA

7.0EHP3
7.0EHP2onHANA

7.41
7.40
7.21_ext
7.21

7.0EHP27.0EHP2

7.20
7.11
7.10

7.2
7.1EHP1
7.1

7.0EHP17.0EHP1

7.017.0
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Table 3 HPE SGeSAP/LX 6 support matrix—SAP components Part 3 (continued)

SAP KernelCESRMCRM

7.0
7.42

2007
6.0
5.5
2005SR3
2005SR2
2005SR1
2005

2007
6.0
2006s/2
5.2
2006s
5.1
2005
5.0

6.40_EX2
6.40

2004SR1
2004
4.0

3.0SR1

Single-instance database clustering support is included for:

• ORACLE RDBMS 10gR2, 11gR2, and 12cR12

• IBM DB2 9.5, 9.7, 10.1 and 10.5

• SAP Sybase ASE 15.7, 16.0

• SAP MAXDB 7.5 - 7.9

• SAP Livecache 7.5 - 7.9
System replication database pair clustering support is included for:

• SAP HANA 1.00.66 (SPS6 revision 66) and higher SPS6 revisions.

• SAP HANA 1.00.70 (SPS7 revision 70) and higher SPS7 revisions.

• SAP HANA 1.00.80 (SPS8 revision 80) and higher SPS8 revisions.

• SAP HANA 1.00.91 (SPS9 revision 91) and higher SPS9 revisions.

• SAP HANA 1.00.100 (SPS10 revision 100) and higher SPS10 revision.

• SAP HANA 1.00.110 (SPS11 revision 110) and higher SPS11 revisions. The last tested
revision at the time of publication of this document is revision 110.

9.4 Hardware requirements
The supported hardware architecture is X86_64 (64 bit). However, the restrictions of hardware
certification matrix for Serviceguard apply here.
All clustered servers must be certified by SAP for use with the respective SAP software. SGeSAP
for HANA tests are performed on the HPE Converged Systems CS500 and CS900 for HANA
appliances. The storage and network components used in HANA database clusters must be
certified by SAP as part of Converged System certifications or SAP Taylored Datacenter Integration
(TDI) efforts.

10 Installing SGeSAP on Linux
Hewlett Packard Enterprise provides a public key and rpm signatures that allow to optionally
verify authenticity and integrity of the product rpm before installation. For additional instructions
on how to do this, see Read_Before_Installation.txt file on the product media.

2. As part of the single-instance Oracle database clustering that is built into SGeSAP, the following RDBMS features
are not supported: ASM, RAC, Oracle DB shared home, Dataguard, and database container technologies.
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NOTE: Serviceguard for Linux must be installed before installing SGeSAP on each cluster
node. The Serviceguard cmeasyinstall and cmupgrade commands do not cover the SGeSAP
component product.

As a root user, install SGeSAP using the following command:
On SLES 11, RHEL 5, and RHEL 6:
rpm -ihv \
<cdmnt>/<distro>/serviceguard-extension-for-sap-B.06.00.20-0.<distro>.`x86_64`.rpm

NOTE: For HANA environments on RHEL 6.x, you can specify --nodeps option with this
command.

On SLES 12 and RHEL 7:
rpm -ihv \
<cdmnt>/<distro>/serviceguard-extension-for-sap-B.06.00.60-0.<distro>.`x86_64`.rpm

After installation of the product rpm, the latest patch can be installed via:
rpm -Uhv \
<cdmnt>/<distro>/serviceguard-extension-for-sap-B.06.00.71-0.<distro>.`x86_64`.rpm

For more information, see the latest version of Managing Serviceguard Extension for SAP version
B.06.00.70 for Linux at http://www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs.

11 Related information
The latest documentation for SGeSAP/LX Version B.06.00.71 is available in English at http://
www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs.
Recommended available documents include:

• Managing HPE Serviceguard Extension for SAP version B.06.00.70 for Linux

• Managing HPE Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40

• HPE Serviceguard for Linux 12.00.40 Release Notes

• HPE Serviceguard for Linux Advanced edition 12.00.40 Release Notes

• HPE Serviceguard for Linux Enterprise edition 12.00.40 Release Notes

• Using HPE Serviceguard for Linux with VMware virtual machines

• SAP Note 1730929—Using external tools in an SAP HANA Appliance

• SAP Note 1779681—Support details for HPE Serviceguard (Linux)
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